Brian ux Stevens

(805) 404-2349
Prefered human chat vs digital.

UX-V UI Designer . Mobile-up . SaaS . Web . Native . SPA . Design Thinking
SaaS Subscription / Transactional . flexbox, CSS3 html5 . Full-Stack Designer

brianux2018@gmail.com

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY

REAL WORLD SKILLS ( 5 - 10+ )

UX / PX SaaS DaaS . Mobile . Designer Specialist . Usability .
Product Owner.

Full-Stack UX Mobile . UX
Designer . UI Designer . SaaS
Specialist . U
 I Model creation.

SmartLinx - Los Angeles CA
04/2016 - 06/2018

Organized and planned discovery processes and discovery points with
multiple teams that included BA and data analysis team sets to discover and
define the user experience for their "core HR enterprise application"

SaaS Subscription . recurring
Transactional models.
FULL-STACK UX UI HYBRID
UI flexbox . CSS3 . html5
I create, edit, finish, fix what
developers forgot, don’t want,
or just need some production

UX / UCD Designer Specialist - RPR Admin / HR Admin - SaaS Usability Expert.

help.

LAdbs ( Department of Building and Safety ) - Los Angeles CA

REAL DELIVERABLES ( 10+ )

01/2015 - 04/2016

Was responsible for the UX / UI and data points discovery for the creation of
their internal ( RPR ) residential property report admin and their HR admin
enterprise software applications - this included whiteboarding, wireframes
and application prototyping to final design mocks.

UX Discovery - predictive
analysis - t eam, stakeholders,
human end users, recently
considering AI interaction (
return interaction forecasting )
IA / BA doc analysis discovery.
Whiteboarding ( mock & snap ) .

UX / UCD Designer Specialist . domestic and international . MMS
. SaaS . Usability Expert.
Warner Bros Studios - on lot - Olive St, Burbank CA
06/2014 - 01/2015

Wireframing . sharable
Prototyping . UI Final Design . UI
creation and integration . UX
Dev follow through. Working
with dev teams ON and OFF
shore.

Defining WB's new GEMS ( Global Executive Movie System ) formally ( Movie
Management System ) which is used to allocate WB's movie release dates and
a interactive scheduling calendar with advanced cross data analysis in a
advanced calendar UI.

MODERN CLOUD SOFTWARE
Adobe CC 2018 ( 3 - 10+ ) .
Adobe Xd ( 3+ ) . Sketch ( Craft
invision + plugin’s ( 3+ ) . Axure

( 3+ ) . inVision ( 4+ ) . Any

UX / UI Designer Specialist - SaaS - Usability Expert

company adopted prototyping

Honda - Torrance CA

. JIRA ( primary task tool ).

and product management tools

02/2014 - 06/2014

Developing Honda's enterprise web based parts allocation and vendor
management system for Honda parts assets for all divisions.

VALUED RESULTS
High conversions, adoption,
retention and frequency of use .
that’s the goal. 95% of app

UX Designer / UI Modeler Specialist - SaaS UX Designer /
Modeling - Usability Expert.

companies fail at this.
It all stems from software value
and end user workflow success.
If your conversions and product

Experian - Costa Mesa CA

retention rates are not 99.5%

01/12 - 01/2014

or higher then there's room to
Developing next generation rapid data entry and rapid data view reporting SaaS
application interface(s) for Experian's consumer and business data applications.

get better.
SaaS and DaaS is huge, the
competition is astounding, you

Conceived, realized, consolidated, the user experience UX / UI web based and

do not have a monopoly on

native app interfaces by simplifying and decongesting the expected end user

ANY data ( API ) anymore,

layout and interactions, setting all functional user interactions on the client side

because its all for sale.

as defined by my new user interaction specs.
( For Full work history see portfolio link below )

FUN
Forecasting and predicting

EDUCATION

valuable and successful real
world subscription based SaaS

Sandford High, M
 E . Diploma

mobile app concepts and ideas.
BBQ . Family .

PROJECTS

Portfolio / Full Work History

LANGUAGES

http://www.brianux.com

English

Albert Einstein is broadly credited with astutely exclaiming
“The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, but expecting different results”.

- We've only Just begun -

